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Case Study



Client Goals:

❖ Client wanted to improve their account health and sales.

Challenges:

❖ Most of the hot selling products were taken down by Amazon policy 

compliance.

❖ Listings content issue was there for all listings.

❖ Listings were not in parent child variation setup.

❖ Back-end Search terms were missing.

❖ Infographic images were not being created for the products.

❖ A+ content was missing in most of the listings.

❖ Needed to rework on storefront for the all of its Brands.

*—----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

Challenges in PPC:

❖ PPC was running, but with the high ACOS and less profit Margin.

❖ Duplicate campaigns were running on the same products.

❖ Sponsored Brand and Sponsored Display campaigns were not running.
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Steps taken:

❖ We worked with seller support for the listings that were taken down by Amazon and were 

able to reinstate them.

❖ We worked on listing content (Title, Key Feature Points, and Description) for all 

unoptimized listings with high search volume keywords.

❖ We also worked on the back-end search terms for all of the listings to ensure that our listing 

was properly ranked.

❖ In addition, we've combined all of the listings into parent-child variations in order to 

combine our listing reviews, and customers will have multiple options to choose from when 

they arrive at our listings.

*—----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

Steps Taken in PPC:

❖ We Stopped the high spending keywords and irrelevant keywords to avoid the high 

spending that caused the success to manage the ACOS and make the Ads profitable.

❖ We reschedule all the campaigns and Archive the duplicated campaigns to prevent conflict 

and overspending. 

❖ We have created different portfolios by the niche of the products (Shampoo, Conditioners, 

Body Wash, and more).

❖ We did reverse engineering of our top competitors and fetched their most relevant 

keywords and add them to our campaigns with different match-type strategies. 



March 2021 Total Sales

$107,158.60



March 2021 PPC  Sales

$18,895.55



By the end of 2021, Total Sales
$150,307.56



By the end of 2021, PPC Sales
$53,530.28



Client Goals:

❖ Client wanted to shift the Account and sales to next level.

Challenges:

❖ Most of the hot-selling products get Out of Stock (OOS).

❖ With the passage of time, we lost almost 50% of our inventory has been OOS and at 

this rate, it is almost impossible to even keep -up with the previous sales.

❖ It directly impacts our sales (Organic and PPC sales).

❖ We sent the queries again and again but failed to revive the stock and sales.

❖ In the end, we lost our BSR (Best Seller Rank) and were fully exhausted. If we lose the 

BSR it means we lost all our organic ranking of those products.

*—----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

Challenges in PPC:

❖ Due to OOS, we faced issues in PPC campaigns as well because if we

don't have stock to sell what we can offer to our buyers. 

❖ When the BSR lost so, our targeted keywords are almost useless 

because we add those to get ranked on those keywords. 

❖ After all this, the biggest loss is that we are losing our old regular

customers who trust our product and brand.

Challenges 
we faced 

after 2021 
good 

Success.
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Steps taken:

❖ We created the listing infographics and A+ content for the listings as well.

❖ We've also worked on creating a Brand Story for our listings in order to increase Brand Awareness.

❖ We also worked on the Amazon storefront for all three of Amazon's brands.

❖ To improve organic conversion, we ensure that our listing keywords are properly ranking and 

monitor their statistics on a weekly basis.

❖ We also keep trying to keep our listing active, and if it becomes Stranded or is taken down by 

Amazon, we immediately work on it to resolve it and make it active again.

❖ We also keep our account health in good status, and by focusing on all of the areas mentioned above, 

we were able to raise our account's IPI score to the highest level. 

*—----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

Steps Taken in PPC:

❖ We are doing PPC optimization on daily basis to make sure the stability of ACOS. 

❖ We ran Coupons and Promotions to grab the traffic toward our listings. 

❖ We ran Amazon Posts to advertise our products free of cost and drive the phone consumer buyers to 

our Storefront. 

❖ We targeted keywords in different match-type ad groups according to their type and search volume. 

❖ We showed the new targeted keywords on different placements.

❖ We ran Sponsored Brand and Sponsored Display campaigns for Brand Awareness and for rushing in 

the market. 

❖ We run Sponsored Brand Video campaigns for grabbing good traffic toward our store. 

Worked Done in 
2022.

To meet the next 
level of success, 
rather we faced 

many difficulties, 
to maintain the 

sales ratio.



By the end of August 2022, Total Sales
$110,293.46

❖ Although, our 50% of our inventory is OOS. We still able to manage the sale for $110,293.46 by the end of August 2022.



Last 65 days of 2022, PPC Sales
$128,992.49



Amazon Post Result

At the beginning we were having 0 followers. 
Now we have 486 Followers.



These are the following things which are being taken care of on routine basis within Account 
Management.

All Day to Day Operations & Complete 
Account Management

★ Listing Optimization
- Title
- Key Features
- Description / EBC
- Back End Keywords
- Images
- Variations

★ Inventory Management
- Manage FBA Inventory
- Inventory Reports
- Manage FBA Shipments
- Inventory Planning
- Remove Unfulfillable Inventory
- Stranded Inventory
- Listing Quality Dashboard
- Price Alerts
- Inactive Listings
- Suppressed Listings

★ Orders Management
- Check Orders Must be Shipped on 

time (For FBM)
- Check Returns and Resolve the Issue 

for Returns

★ Customer Support
- Check Messages and Reply on time

★ Account Health
- Shipping Performance
- Policy Compliance
- Customer Service Performance
- Negative feedback
- A-to-z Guarantee claims
- Chargeback claims
- Performance Notifications
- Voice of the Customer

★ Advertising
- PPC Campaigns
- Coupons
- Promotions

★ Competitor Analysis
- Check competitors and find the 

opportunities to improve overall 
store

- Price
- New Product Suggestions

★ Review and Feedback Requests
- Send Requests to Happy Buyers


